THE TOWNSCAPE OF TOURISM

High Street-Chapel Street-Church Street
One long street, made interesting by a succession of changing focal points which, whilst dominating the view, never block it completely.

6. the bawn wall from High Street, looking north.

7. the Guild Chapel from High Street.

8. the Guild Chapel from Chapel Street.

9. final closure of Church Street.

10. New Shakespeare Institute
   In the garden next to the birthplace, 20, attractively modern.

11. Ely Street
    Going towards Orient, the bawn wall forms a slowly receding, 12-13, and its message delivered, 15.

12. Ely Street
    Looking north, Lloyd's Bank shows the view from the west side, 10, but allows a view out from the east side, 11.

13. High Street
    Looking north, Lloyd's Bank shows the view from the west side, 10, but allows a view out from the east side, 11.

14. Rother Street
    The large triangular market place, 16, with Georgian façades and the Shakespeare memorial fountain. The general effect is exuberant in scale.

15. Cornmarket Site
    New building covered by municipal flowerborders, 17, which reflects the skyline of the house opposite, 18.